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Abstract. The problem of calculating the eigensystem of a general complex matrix is well

known. In many cases, however, the eigensystem is poorly determined numerically in the

sense that small changes in the matrix can cause large changes in the eigensystem. For

these matrices, a decomposition into higher-dimensional invariant subspaces is desirable.

In this paper we define a class of matrices where this is true, and propose a technique

for calculating bases for these invariant subspaces. We show that for this class the

technique provides basis vectors which are accurate and span the subspaces well.

1. Introduction. Much attention has been given recently to the numerical

solution of the eigenproblem AX = XA, where A is a general complex n X n matrix,

A is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, and X is a matrix of column eigenvectors

{x,}in. In particular, the QR algorithm followed by inverse iteration yields an ap-

proximate eigensystem such that each eigenvalue-eigenvector pair is exact for a

slightly different matrix A + E, with ||£||2 = rvi, where ni is the machine single-

precision roundoff level and r is a small machine-dependent integer (see [6]). We

assume throughout that ||a;¿||2 = \\A\\2 = 1.

Because of probable errors in the original matrix A, this is about as satisfactory

a result as can be expected for a general matrix. However, in many cases the ap-

proximate eigensystem is still very inaccurate, so that the original problem must

be regarded as "not well-posed." Because of the result quoted above, this is equiv-

alent to the matrix A having a poorly conditioned eigensystem in the sense that

small perturbations in A can cause large changes in the eigensystem.

In such a case we turn to the more general problem of finding invariant sub-

spaces of A, i.e., solving AX = XM, where M is block-diagonal and the columns

of X corresponding to a particular block of M form a basis for an invariant sub-

space of A. This problem can always be made well-posed for large enough subblocks

of M; but the problem is to find invariant subspaces of as small dimension as is

feasible, commensurate with maintaining an accurate approximate solution. Here

there is an additional consideration: as well as requiring that the invariant sub-

space be insensitive to perturbations in A, we also would like the basis vectors for

the invariant subspaces to be well-separated, so that the invariant subspace is well-

determined numerically. We will make this rigorous in the next section.

In Section 3 we characterize a class of matrices for which the original eigen-
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problem is not well-posed, and propose an iteration for producing basis vectors for

higher-dimensional invariant subspaces. For this class of matrices we show that the

approximate basis vectors are both accurate and well-separated.

Finally, in Section 4, we discuss the computational problems involved in dealing

with a general matrix, and outline a strategy which has proven fairly successful.

2. Perturbation Theory. For a given n X n matrix with eigenvalues Xi, • • -, X„

and eigenvectors xi, • • -, x,„ consider a perturbation of the form eB, with ||5||2 ^ 1.

If Xt is simple, Wilkinson (Chapter 2 of [9]) shows that there is an eigenvalue

X,(e) of A + eB with

(2.1) |Xi(e) -Ai| ÚKi-A\sí\

where Ki is a constant and s, = yiTXi, y/1 being the row eigenvector of X< nor-

malized so that H2/.II2 = 1. Moreover, the corresponding normalized eigenvector

Xiie) satisfies

(2.2) ||z,(«) - x/\2 Ú yn    ■  Ki'l-VI ■
\Si\ mm3V; |X; - Xy|

Here Ki and K2 depend only on n.

For ¡Si] not too small, these bounds are realistic estimates of the eigensystem

perturbations. Indeed, in this case the techniques introduced by Wilkinson giving

these bounds by means of Gerschgorin's theorems furnish realistic error bounds for

the eigensystem (see [7]). However, the eigenvectors corresponding to very close

eigenvalues are very sensitive to perturbations in A so the bounds obtained are

necessarily large. This problem can be dealt with effectively only by considering

the subspace spanned by eigenvectors of close eigenvalues as a single invariant

subspace. Here, since the |s,| are not small, the eigenvectors are well-separated, and

so form a well-determined invariant subspace. This problem has been treated by

Kahan [4] and Davis and Kahan [2] for the case of a Hermitian matrix A.

For eigenvalues with small \s¡\, the bounds (2.1) and (2.2) may not be useful,

and we again must consider higher-dimensional invariant subspaces. Here however,

the eigenvector basis is not appropriate, as we shall see in the next section. In this

section we would like to give perturbation results corresponding to (2.1) and (2.2)

for invariant subspaces.

First of all, we need a measure of distance between two subspaces.

Definition 2.1. Let S and T be subspaces of En with s = dim (<S) ̂  t = dim OT).

Then the angles 0min(<S, T), 6m*AS, T) are defined by

sinômax(<5, T) =       max       min \\u
»£s; ll«ll2=i   i£r

sin 0min iS, T) =       min        min ||m
uGS;   llull2=l    7)sEr

Thus ömax(»S, T) and 0min(<S, T) are the maximum and minimum angles between

vectors in S and their projections in T. If X is an n X s matrix whose columns form

an orthonormal basis for S, and Y = [ Fi ¡ Y2] is an n X n unitary matrix whose first

/ columns Fi form an orthonormal basis for T, then

— v\

— vh •
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sin 6mBAS,T) =crmax(F2*Z)

(2 3) cos dm*AS, T) = amiAYi*X)

sin em¡AS, T) =<7min(F2*X)

cos em-,AS,T) =<rmmiYi*X),

where 0 ^ o-min (C) = ai ^ a2 :£ • • • i£ <ra = o-max (C) are the g = min (r, p)

singular values of the p X r matrix C, i.e. the positive square roots of the eigenvalues

of C*C or CC*, whichever is q X q. Here C* denotes conjugate transpose.

These angles have been used by many people in the same context. See Davis

and Kahan [2] for a thorough discussion of their properties in relation to Hermitian

operators. The angle 0max is also used by Kato [5, p. 197] to measure the "gap"

between linear subspaces of a Banach space.

By considering the perturbation matrix A + eB — 4(e) as an analytic function

of e in some neighborhood of e = 0, Kato [5, Chapter 2] gives an elegant description

of the eigenspace perturbation using the resolvent operator Ä(£, e) = (4(e) — £)-1.

For each fixed e, this is a meromorphic function of £ with poles at the eigenvalues

{Xi(e)j of Aie). Near each eigenvalue Xy(e) with multiplicity m¡, P(£, e) has the

Laurent series

P (A ™i_1

Ä&e) = - ¿    w ^ -Eft- x,(0)-"-1(Z),(«))"
Ç ~ Xjl.e; „_i

+ £ ft - Xy(e)rWe)r+1 .
77=0

Kato shows that the eigenvalues Xy(e), the eigenprojections

P3(e) = ^/       ÄfoOdf,
Z« J Tyfe)

where Tj(e) encloses only Xy(e), and the eigennilpotents

DJA) = i~f       ft-Ay(0)Aft,e)df

are all branches of analytic functions of e with possible algebraic singularities at

points where 4(e) has multiple eigenvalues.

The rest of the expression for P(£, e) is analytic and is called the reduced re-

solvent of 4(e) at Xy(e) ; it involves powers of

SÁ*) - - ¿/       ft - Ai(«))_1Äft, e)# -

Now let Xi(0) have multiplicity m. Then for | e| small, this eigenvalue splits into

m parts Xi(e), • • -, Xm(e) called the X-group. Given a path T enclosing Xi(0) but not

X,n+i(0), • • -, X„(0), then for |e| small enough, the X-group also lies within V and the

other eigenvalues of 4(e) are outside T. The total projection for the X-group,

P(e) = Pii*) + ■ ■ ■ + P.(0 = =± /r Ä& e)df

gives the invariant subspace of X](e), • • -, Xm(e). Because of this representation the
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total projection is analytic at e = 0. Kato gives the perturbation series for it:

Pie) =P(0)+ £ekPik)iO),
/c=l

in terms of the perturbation series for 4(e), the operators Pi(0), ¿)i(0), and /Si(0),

the latter called the reduced resolvent of 4, evaluated at e = 0.

We wish to state a similar result from a numerical point of view giving a bound

on the perturbation in the invariant subspace measured by the angle 0max defined

above.

Theorem 2.2. Let A be ann X n complex matrix with eigenvalues Xi, • • -, X„. Let

X be a nonsingular matrix whose columns x, have \\xí\\2 = 1 with X~XAX = M, where

M is block-diagonal and upper triangular and such that no two subblocks of M have

eigenvalues in common. If Ac = A + eB, \\B\\2 ^ 1, then for e small enough we can

choose Xc and Mt such that

AtXe = XMl

where Me has the same block-diagonal form as M. Furthermore, for each subblock

M(k) of M and MA} of Mt, consisting of rows and columns s* + 1 through Sk+i, the

corresponding invariant subspaces Sm and SA) are such that

(2.4) sin0maxOSw,Sew)g
1(X)-<rmin(X    )

where Xm denotes columns Sk + 1 through Sk+i of X and K depends on n, the dimension

of the subspace, and on

dk = min |X¿ — X;| .
8k<ié8k+l;   j¿8k,i>8k+l

A proof of this can be found in Chapter 2 of [8]. The method of proof is a gen-

eralization of that used by Wilkinson for the one-dimensional case. It has been

refined and automated to give rigorous machine bounds for the errors in an ap-

proximate set of invariant subspaces in Chapter 6 of [8].

The two factors occurring in the denominator of (2.4) are measures of the two

contributors to the perturbation as noted in the Introduction :

(1) amin(X<-h)) is a measure of the linear independence of the basis vectors for the

subspace, since

f-(ïW) =   min   ||Xwc!|2.
Ilcll2=l

Definition 2.3. The spanning precision of a set of vectors X = (xi, • • •, xk) with

||z<||a = 1, is defined by p(X) = o-min(X).

One may think a better measure is

min  cond2 ÇXD) =   min <7max,(^.) ,
D ding D diag   Omin (.-A-L'.)

as suggested by Bauer [1], but these quantities are very closely related, as follows:

(*.o) -^min cond2 ÇXD) ^ [p(X)]~l ^ min cond2 (XD) .
Vn   d d
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The first inequality is trivial since <rmax(Är) ̂  An. To see the second, notice that

max (H^wHi/uzr1«,!!,)
D-'zoh,,^   „        1

cond2 (XD) = ^^——        _.        2. FrrT HXe¿2

min (\\Xz\\2/\\D~lz\U)   ~ ||Z>_1ei||i ^¡„(X)
2^0

for any i, where we have taken z0 such that o-min(X) = ||Xzo||2, Hzolla = 1, and where

e,- is the ith column of the identity matrix. Now let i be such that \di[ =ï \dj\,j j*- i.

Then since jj^D 1^o||2 è l/|d<|, the second inequality follows immediately.

(2) GmAX) is a measure of sensitivity of the invariant subspaces to perturba-

tions. For a particular invariant subspace, we should consider all X and M with

ÍMm      0 \
AX = XM ,       M = (^      MU(2)J

Mm having eigenvalues Xi, • • -, Xj, (fixed), and form maxj (o-m¡n(X)) to get a true

measure of sensitivity for that invariant subspace.

Let F = [Yp\ Yn-P] be such an X with the columns of Yp an orthonormal basis

for tS(1>, and F„_p an orthonormal basis for S&). Then the general X = YC,

C = (Ci   0)

with the columns of C having Euclidean norm one. Now we have

o"min(F) i£ max sTmin (FC) = max   min   ||FCz||2
c C      llzll2=l

^ max ||C||2-<rmin(F) g, Vno-miT,(Y) ,
c

so we can effectively consider s7min(F) as our measure of sensitivity. But

V^niin^r  ) )      ■ —   AminV   -r%      rr j I 1 <rmaX (, a p    1 n—P)

i n        /o(l)     o(2)\ r,    •    2[0minl
= 1 — cos0min(<i>   , S' ') = 2 sin  \-\j-) ■

Thus the minimum angle between the two complementary invariant subspaces

is a good measure of sensitivity of the invariant subspace to perturbations in the

original matrix. This is a direct generalization of the one-dimensional case, as the

s, in (2.1), (2.2) are precisely the sines of these angles.

3. Approximate Invariant Subspaces for Numerically Defective Matrices. In

machine computation one must be careful when using the angle 0min(<Scl), >S(2)) as a

measure of sensitivity. All matrices A + E, with |e,-,-| s= 171 |a,-,-|, are represented the

same and so give the same approximate set of invariant subspaces; but the angles

0m¡n(<S(1), *S(2>) of these matrices may differ very much. For the simple example

'-G .')•    A + E = G , + .)■
we have |sin 0e(zi, x2)\ = (0/(1 + 0))1/2, 0 = \e/jn\. Thus for 0 ^ ¡e¡ á vi we have

0 ^ I sin 0e(zi, x2)\  ^ 1/V2. Because of this, the angles themselves do not show
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whether the approximations will be poor. In fact, for this example the approximate

eigensystem generated by inverse iteration will probably be very reasonable. What

we can say is that if all the angles 0min(»S(!), Su)) are not small for all matrices

A + E, \\E\\2 ^ i)i, then the problem is well-conditioned; conversely, if some angle

0inin(*S(i), SU)) is small for all such E, then the problem is poorly conditioned.

We wish to restrict our attention to a class of matrices where the latter statement

is true for the eigenproblem, and show how a different technique will provide bases

for higher-dimensional invariant subspaces satisfying both essential conditions :

(1) the basis vectors have a high spanning precision,

(2) the approximate invariant subspaces are close to the exact ones.

Definition 3.1. Let a and ¿5 be given parameters with 0 ^ ¿S <$C a < 1. Let 4 o have

eigenvalues Xi, • • •, Xn with Xi = ■ • • = X* = X, and set do = min¿>i- | X — X,| > 0.

Suppose the singular values of 40 — X7, 0 = a ^ • • • ^ an are such that ak > a.

Then we say that any matrix 4 = 4 o + E, \\E\\2 :£ 8, is numerically defective with

respect to a and 8.

The case a — 8 = 0 gives the usual notion of a defective matrix. For numerical

work, we can take 8 = ni and a some larger value. Of course we must use a < do so

the other eigenvalues do not influence the defectiveness. The effect of different

values of a is made clearer in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. Let A be numerically defective with respect to a and 8, and let X be

the matrix of normalized eigenvectors. Then for 8 small enough,

cond2 (X) ^ Ka/81,k

where K is independent of a and 8.

Proof. We have 4 = 40 + E, \\E\\2 ^ 8. Let the columns of X be {z,-} with

corresponding eigenvalues {X¿}, so that

(3.1) (A. + E - \J)xi = 0 .

Let [yi]in = F be an orthonormal set of eigenvectors of (4o — X/)*(40 — XI), so

that

(3.2) (40 - X/)*(40 - \I)yi = a2yi.

Then we can write X = YC, and cond2(X) = cond2(C). Multiplying X by

(4o — X/)*(4o — X7) and using (3.1) and (3.2), we have

(3.3) (40 - X/)*((X. - A)/ - E)Xi = £ c.phi ■
3=1

Since X is a fcth order root, the perturbation series for the corresponding fc roots

of (4 + eB) is at worst

X¿(e) = X + dAlk + • • • ,       i = 1, ■ ■ -,k .

(See Kato [5, p. 65].) Thus for 8 small enough that the perturbation series converges,

we have

]X¿ - X| á Ko81/k ,        i = 1, ••-,&,

where Ko depends on the nature of the multiple root X and on d0. Hence inner-

products of (3.3) with yp give
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\cip\a2 á 2iKo8xlk + 8) g Ki-81/k ,       i=l,---,k,    p=l,---,n.

Thus we have \cip\ ^ Ki8Uk/a2 for i = 1, • • •, k, p > k. Now let y be a vector

with Vi = 0 for i > k,v orthogonal to the first (k — 1) columns of C, and [|y||2 = 1.

Then

Mi1 = *miAC) t% \\vTC\\2 í (^P) ^p .

Thus, since ||X||2 Sï 1, we have

cond2 (X) Si 2        -f- = tf-f- Q.E.D.
(n + 1)Íli g1'* g1'*

Now consider the <r,(4 0 — X7) further. Suppose 0 = ui ^ • • • ^ am S a and

am+i > a. Then in the case a = 8 = 0, m gives the number of independent eigen-

vectors associated with X. Numerically, if <rm « a, am+i > a, we have m independent

approximate eigenvectors. We are interested in finding a basis for the invariant

subspace associated with X. Our analysis here will cover the case m = 1 (ai = 0,

<72 > a), but an extension can be made to cover m > 1 which is meaningful numeri-

cally if 0 = ai g • • • ^ am ^ ß « a and o-m+1 > a. We will say more about this at

the end of this section.

For m = 1 we can call the matrix numerically nonderogatory. For such a matrix

consider the following iteration :

(4 — \/I)xi = xo

(3.4) (4 - \2'I)y2 = xi

(A - \k'I)yk = yk-i .

Here {X/} i* are the eigenvalue approximations for 4 corresponding to the multiple

root X. Here we make the

Assumption. The {X/}i" are the exact eigenvalues of a single matrix 4 o + eP,

||P||2 = 1, e Ú 5. We must also assume 8 is small compared to do so that the per-

turbed eigenvalues corresponding to X are well-determined.

The initial vector x0 is chosen so that xi reflects the near-singularity of (40 —

Ai'Pj, i.e., so that ||zi||2/||:ei||2 is close to 1/e. We claim (3.4) produces basis vectors

for the fc-dimensional invariant subspace Sa) associated with X which are accurate

and span the space well. In our analysis, we use perturbation results, and our con-

clusions hold rigorously only for small enough e. However, numerical results indicate

that the conclusions hold in practical circumstances.

First, we need a characterization theorem for the eigenvalue approximations

{Xi'ji*. As Kato shows [5, p. 65], if the perturbed eigenvalues are considered as

functions of a single perturbation parameter e, they form one or more cycles of

period ^ k around X and have the expansion (with period p)

X,(i) = X + CsV'e1/^'+0(e2/^,),

where wp = e2ri/p and (ci, • • -, qk) = permutation (1, ■ ■ -, k). Here, with a slight

assumption on the perturbation F, this expansion holds with v = k. For the analysis
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we consider 40 reduced to Schur triangular form T = QA0Q* with í,¿ = X, i = 1,

• • -, k. Since Q is unitary, it preserves l2 norms and none of our estimates are

changed. The {X/}i* are then the corresponding eigenvalues of T + eiQFQ*). Now

suppose

T=(Ti    T2\

\o    tJ '
where Ti is k X k; let

be such that

R - (I f)

*-*»"-(?  r)-
Then the {X/j are the roots of det (P + eF' - £7) = 0, F' = RQFQ*R~1. Let

/ = Fil. It is easy to see that cond2(Ä) depends on the angle between the subspaces

S<" and S™. In fact,

IW7 = ll«-|Uii+.n^¿„,s„,).

Theorem 3.3. Lei 40 be as in Definition 3.1 aTid the {X/ji* as m íTie above as-

sumption. Then if f 9a 0, we have for e smaZi enough

X/ = X + a*«'«1* + 0(e2/i) ,

and c satisfies i\f\ak~i)1/k ^ [c\ ^ |/|lrt. 77ere (ci, • • -, qk) = permutation (1, •••,&)

and co* = e2xi/A:.

Proof. Expanding the determinantal equation by the first Ä; rows,

det (P + eP' - {/) = det (î\ - £7 + eP'(j | " j))

•d*(r.-íz+^+í:::¿))+o(í).

Setting r) = X — £ and expanding the first determinant, we have on the right

[(-1)V + i-lf-'pk-ii^A-1 + ■■■+ Poie)] ■ II (Xi -  (X - i,)) + Oie2) ,
i>k

where Piit) = sum of the principal minors of order (fc — i), so that

|p.(e)| Ú ( ¿) COnd2 (£)e    and    p0(e) = /(f[ Ím+i)é + O A) .

Thus, for e small enough, this has roots X¿(e) = X + co>k"iexlk + 0(e2/i), and c =

(/•Ht'i tiii+i)llk. Moreover, we have |í,-,¿+i| üí a, since

(¿12  • ' •  tlk      \

■    •        ) ^ min |í,-,<+i| .

0       ' ik-ij
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Theorem 3.4. Consider the iteration (3.4) with 4 = 4o transformed into B =

RQAoQ*R-K In this basis, let b = xkm 9¿ 0 and z<!) = y^/Wy^h- Then for e small
enough, the columns {z(i)}i* are essentially upper triangular with nonzero diagonal,

so that (TrnAZ) ^ Co' > 0. Moreover, if <S(1) is the subspace generated by Z,

sin 0max(-S(1), Pi) ^ Pie. Thus, in the A-basis, this means the spanning precision

piQ*R~lZ) à c0'/cond2 (P)

and

sin0max(Q*p-1iS(1>, S(1)) ^ Tii cond2 (P)e.

Proof. The iteration can be expressed  as y(m)   =  P(m,a:(0), where P(m)   =

(P - X,'/)-^«"-», P(0> = 7. Now if pm = 1/(X - Xm'),

(P - Xm'7)-J =

Pm     tl2   • ■ ■   tlk

-1

Pm t2k

0

0

T3 - \AI J

First of all, ]|(T3 - X7)"1||2 ̂  1/a, so that

||(I-, - X^'P)-1^ á (a - ce1'* + Oie2'*))"1 = (/î(e))-1 ,

which implies |í/í(ot)| ^ (/3(e))_m for i > fc. Also, inverting the triangular matrix

gives

(5
r i-ii

"»re J- )i,i+p  ==  Mml   ^      J-J  Wipf-lm    ~T~   / * Cijpßm j
L j=2 J

(3.5)
¿ = 1, • • •, k ,   p = 0, 1, • • •, k — i ,

where uip = ÜJÍí-1 £y,y+i and |cijp| ^ K0. To get an expression for P("°, notice that

(P — Xm'7)_1 = G(Xm') = resolvent function of P evaluated at Xm'. From the

resolvent equation

Gfti) - <?(£*) = ft2 - fe)o(Éi)Gfti),

we have easily

(3.6)    BMipm, • ■■, pi) =-— [P'""""^™, • • -, p2) — Bim~1)ipm, ■ ■ -, pz, mi)] •
p2 — Mi

Now we claim

¿>i,i+p  —   \—l) Pi

(3.7)

Mml    ((—l)pUiPRpm ipi, ■••jpA

+   2Z CijpR^f/lipi,   • • • , Mm)
y-2 J

where Rpim^ißi,   • • -, Mm) is the complete symmetric polynomial of degree p in

Mi, • • -, M»; i-e-,

Rpim)ipi, ■ ■ -, pm) = £        Mi¿1  • • •   M> (Po(m) = 1, .

»7.äo;S7ti7P_j,
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Expanding Rp^m) in powers of pq gives the recurrence relation

, s   Rp m   (Ml,   • • • , Pm)   =  Rp m '    ÍP1,   ■ • -, P„-l, Pq+1,   • • • , Mítí)   + PqRA-l (Ml,   • • •, Mtt.)

V

=   2_j pqRAi    (mi, • ' -, M«-l, Mg+l, • • ', ßm) ■
3=0

Now we can prove (3.7) by induction. It clearly holds for m = 1 from (3.5). Then

(3.6) and the induction assumption give

Btl+p =   (-l)mMi • • • M^-lfMip

(p2Rpm~     jp2,   • • • , Mtt.)   —   PlRpm~     (Ml, Pi,   • ■ -, Pm)\

V M2 — Ml /

,     y> (p2Rj-i    fe,   • • -, Pm)   —  MlP--T    (Ml, Pi,   ■ ■ -, Pm)\

j=2 '%1P\ ß2 — pi Ja'

But applying (3.8) with q = 1, 2 gives the identity

(M2   —   Pl)Rj m    =   PiRj m        (m2,   • • -, Mtt.)   ~   PlRj "        (Ml, MS,   ' * ', Pm)

which gives (3.7).

To bound the elements of B(m), we need bounds for Rp^K The polynomial

Pp(i)(i"i, • • •, Pk) of all the roots is related to the elementary symmetric polynomials

Sj(pi, ■ ■ •, pk) as follows (Householder [3, p. 91]) :

(3.9)    (-IfV = SP- Sp-iRiik) + Sp-2R2lk) + ■■■ + (-îy-'SiR'Ai .

The Sj are the coefficients of the reciprocal polynomial to that given in the proof of

Theorem 3.3, i.e., S} = pj(e)/po(e),j < k, and Sk = (-l)Vpo(e). Thus

0)cond2 (R)

5/(01 ^     J   ...   k-i- + 0(e) ,        j < k ,
I /I«

and

(1 + 0(e)) ^ \SAe)\  ^ -~ (1 + 0(e))

-1 -1
e      /.    ,   ^wss   ^ifs7si   „     e

I/I
So the Pp(A) can be bounded using (3.9) and, in particular, each is bounded inde-

pendently of e (for p ;£ k — 1).

Now applying the recurrence relation (3.8) in reverse gives for p S: m,

Rp   ' "    =   (— l^M/t-m+l  • • • M4.Pp-m(l + 0(e ' )) .

This gives for p > k — m,

/p+m—k \

IPÏÏ+.I  ^7i0|C-4|(    £   iP/^Je^d + Ote1'*))

and

pïï+,_m = (-i)m-W,*-».(i + oAlk)).
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For p < k — m, we have directly from (3.7)

IPtU ¿(^ + P- ^(c-^r^Ü + Oie1"*))
m + p

P

The binomial factor is the number of terms in Rp(-m). This gives the following

estimates for y/m):

kAKo Z?=~; \Rjm\

l/l«*-1
for 7 < m, \y/m)\ z% '!^J^A^~^d~A Ü + 0(e1/4)) - bm^yAm

(3.10)
(-l)m  ^e 1

Vm        =
(1 + OA'k))

form < i g k, \y/m)\ g

\f\iW=î ti.3+l)

(m + k — i— l\ _(i_«

V        k — i        /
-m) Ik)

ii + oA1")).
(I/la*-1)1-"*-"07*'

Previously we had for i > k, \yAn)\ Ú (/3(e))-"1. Now if we set z(m) = î/(m)/î/m(m),

we have |U(m,||2 ^ 1 so that

sin0max(7S1(1),P1) z% ¿ £

(m)

(m)

<     fcw|/|e     __

~ \b\ißie))"
Kie

Now to bound trm¡n(Z), where i? = ZPi is the matrix of normalized columns, recall

from Section 2 that cTinin(ZPi) è amia(Z)/ami¡AZ)- From (3.10) we have

<w(Z) ̂  S |2.-(m)l ^ H Z MO + OC^*)) ,
m, i \   o /

(3.11)

with &o = 1. To bound

where Z¡ is k X /c, we have

1

0"min(Z) - aiai\z_) '

' 7 -Ml"1 2

<rmin(z) - (i _ nzr'll/ll^ii,2)1'2
- = nzr'll.d + o(e2)),

since

l|Z2ll2 = ~^o~re-

And if we let Zi = U + L, where L is the strict lower triangle, we have

\zr% ^ \u-%
i - lltriwiLH,

= ||t7-1||2(l + 0(e1'4))

since

||L||2 ^     E    l^(m)|  ^ 2t-2(|/|a*-1e)1/*(l + 0(e1/;)) .
«i< ¿ ̂  A;

Moreover, since \Uim\ ^ 6m_¿ and C/7fc =  — ^Cfä UljUjk, we have
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P-l

\Cip |   iï Cp—i =   ¿_i c3—ibP—3 , p = 7 + 1, • ■ ■, K ,
3= i

with Co = 1. This gives ||Î7-1||2 fk fc(]0-i c*-0> which, together with (3.11), gives

—V^ ^ k2C£b)C£c)n + oiAk)) = i.
Cmin(,Z/J \    0 / \    0 / Co

The estimates on the 4-basis given by the columns of Q*R~1Z, normalized, now

follow easily. Q.E.D.
This theorem can be extended easily to cover the case where the iteration (3.4)

is performed on 4 = 40 + E, \\E\\2 ¿ 8, and to include the effect of roundoff errors

in (3.4). The essential form of the iterates remains the same; only the constants are

modified (see Chapter 5 of [8]).

Now consider a numerically defective matrix with <ti(40 — X7) small, i.e.,

m > 1 for reasonable a. Then Theorem 3.3 no longer holds for the approximations

{X/}i*, but if 0 = <7i ̂  ■ • • ;£ (jm Ú ß « a and am+i > a, under similar assump-

tions on the perturbation matrix P, one can show that the {X/} form m groups or

cycles about X at a distance e1 lki from X where k¡ is the period of the jth cycle. Thus

the same iteration (3.4) applied to each of the cycles in turn will produce a set of

basis vectors for the invariant subspace associated with that cycle. This is described

in Chapter 5 of [8] and numerical results indicate that this does produce well-

separated accurate basis vectors for each subspace.

4. Computational Aspects. In any scheme used to compute bases for invariant

subspaces, we must decide which set of subspaces to find. For this, we could calculate

the (t,-(4 — X7), but this requires a great deal of effort. Instead, with the preceding

analysis in mind, we propose the following strategy. For a given eigenvalue ap-

proximation X/, we first find an approximate eigenvector by solving (4 — Xi'7)a;a)

= x®\ with x(0) chosen so that ||z(1)||2 is close to -qV1 (see [6]). To decide whether

to take the invariant subspace associated with X/ as one-dimensional, we solve

(4 — X/7)î/ = z(1) and consider the increase in norm ||î/||2/||z(1>||2. If X/ corresponds

to a semisimple root X, this increase will again be close to jji"M However, if X/ corre-

sponds to a multiple eigenvalue X giving a numerically defective matrix 4, the

increase in norm will be about ■ni~llk, where k is the order of the root X. This is easily

seen from the form of (T — Xi'7)-1 given in the proof of Theorem 3.4, or from the

fact that

and if G(£) has leading term l/(£ —  X)* in its Laurent expansion about X, the

derivative has leading term l/(£ — X)*+M

So if the increase in norm is close to -ni-1, we accept X/ as a semisimple root and

go on; otherwise we use the iteration (3.4) to find other basis vectors. In the latter

case, if X2' and X/ belong to the same cycle, then ||î/(2,||2 = ||(4 — X2'7)-1a;(1)||2 will

also be close to vr1 as can be seen from Theorem 3.4, so there will be little increase

in norm. However, if they are not in the same cycle but are close to each other,

zH) will be like any other initial vector and the norm increase will be large (probably

close to t?!-1). So we accept X2' as in the same cycle and ym as a basis vector if the
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increase in norm ||2/(2M!|2/||z(1)||2 is not large (i.e., is close to 1). We continue trying

(3.4) for all approximations close to Xi' and build up the invariant subspace for the

whole cycle. Then we start all over again with a new X/.

This strategy is used as the basis for a working Algol program. More details,

numerical results, and the program listings are given in Chapter 5 of [8].
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